
Sleepwraith – Album Lyrics – Day Terrors 

 

The Aphelion Complex 
 

Just a fucking mistake,  

Darkening periorbital endemic,  

I'm a soulless wretch. 

My walls define me and my actions feed on negativism and indifference, 

My subtleties lie in the eyes of the witness to my brilliant descent, 

I'm the sire, I contort my home to enable me to do it over and again. 

 

With a sense of belonging secured,  

I'm tenured, 

I'm what I've become through what I've endured, 

A stagnant state, but I'm waiting on fate to become something a little bit pure.  

 

I'm the face of a generation with wounds and boils and a soul that spits, 

But I will not deny the shrouded light that comes with it all.  

Tie me down to the railroad tracks and see what derision comes out, 

A trenchant mess, spewed from the thrall.  

 

I once sold my own ashes to a priest who took pity on me just enough to ease my guilt, 

Then I pulled the rug right out from under all of them and burned it with the lumber from their home, 

'cause I'm never fulfilled. 

Needless to say, I've never been granted the taking of advantages,  

I'm ill.   

I'm aware,  

I just can't seem to manage my give-a-fuck,  

I can't seem to bridle my will. 

 

With a sense of belonging secured,  

I'm tenured, 

I'm what I've become through what I've endured, 

A stagnant state, but I'm waiting on fate to become something a little bit pure.  

With a sense of belonging secured,  

I'm tenured, 

I'm what I've become through what I've endured. 

I'm in a stagnant state, but I'm waiting on fate to become something... 

To be heard.  

 

My echo draws it's shade from weathering in the pale light, 

The mirror weeps as I look inside and try to cut it out of my mind.  

I can't seem to feel my own presence no matter how hard I try, 

I've been ghosting myself since I can remember and the scars on my hands are the only alibi I have to my 

own existence...  

I often stare at black water under moon light,  

With glass finish, I still seem distorted. 

I float here on my own arrogance. 

I lurk under my own bed.    

 

I'm lying there, convulsing with intent, 

-The threat of becoming erased looms in the corners here - 

Am I dead? The room seems pretty vacant... 

-Polymorphism, please grant me time to face what I've always feared - 

I thought I'd burn out hard, not in underwhelming descent, 



-I still have yet to pierce society's false chrome veneer - 

How did I become... 

What have I done to become a sycophant to doom? 

I'm haunting myself just to prove my sense of belonging is secured.  

 

I'm tenured, 

I'm what I've become through what I've endured, 

A stagnant state, but I'm waiting on fate to become something a little bit pure.  

My sense of belonging devoid of meaning, 

I'm what I've become through what I've destroyed, 

My destructive hate is aiming at fate, but at least I'll never be demure.   

 

 

 

Transorbital Decay 
 

The dark is pulling away from me. 

No matter how hard I reach, I can't grab a hold of it. 

I've tried and tried but can't quite cease to be, and I thought I was finally done with all of this shit.    

 

Hauled hard by the feet, my contorted grip inverts itself, the knuckles break back, the skin peels out,  

My callused fingers flayed in a flora-like bloom.  

My lips split deep and flap in the torrent, and I gag on the teeth I've ground down to shards with my jaw 

gnashing out in lust for the crepuscule. 

A fury and wrath, exhumed.  

 

The brilliant white punctures the comforting veil I've sewn to my retinas with the silk I made from years of 

sensual abuse,   

Like stars, the glimmers are scars from middle school and I'm taken aback by a weak desire to rejoin this 

bright room.    

Aglow in trepidation,   

I never thought empathy would be my new dolor... 

Freshly endowed with agitation,   

I always thought my apathy would walk me to my doom.  

 

What the fuck am I still doing here?    

  

Sideways skies, anemic hue, 

Tortured back to light, my new hell in blue. 

 

Guiding dark, defend me while my rotting sockets stream and spew,  

I was once the soil, but now renewed,  

I journey back to you.     

(Sideways skies, anemic hue,  

Tortured back to life, anew.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Anamnesis 
 

I knew you well before but I forgot your face, 

(I'm affixed on the feel) 

We danced to darkened skies and mirrored lifelessness to mimic waste. 

 

Our paths have diverged but I can smell your disdain, 

Your bones are a part of me,  

I see them with my own remains, 

But an emptiness engulfs me as I try to play it where it lies, 

Play the vacant light, 

Go for the eyes.  

 

I knew you well before but I forgot your face, 

(I'm affixed on the feel) 

We danced to darkened skies and mirrored lifelessness to mimic waste. 

 

A resuscitation is what I desire, 

Bring the unknown from the dark just to see how it all transpires... 

I'd be willing to bet, it's fraught with ire.  

 

With another day comes another blight,  

Flees another fucking coward riding low on his dark horse in the night,  

Comes a finite to repel, and I'm sick of it all but I can't put up a fight with a broken will...  

Ugh. 

I'm hoping you remember me. 

I'm praying you remember our penchant for the unknown, 

Defiance of divinity, 

Defying all odds (Gods,) 

Becoming the "we."        

 

Our past isn't virtue, but a nurturing source, 

The only fuckin' way to divert the residue, 

Bleed the monarchy via truth.  

 

Truth is your blood on my fingers but you think you don't belong here. 

In my vision you're a saint, but you're a demon, just another basket case full of fear.  

If I remember right, you don't want to be here.  

 

I knew it well before but I forgot the disgrace. 

(I'm affixed on appeal) 

I threw you down the well just to see if despondency could be erased.    

 

Commemorating hard water in the lungs, 

A commiserating tone spread all over the brick,   

The songs we've sung, 

The dampened muffled ramblings, 

Wailing in tongues. 

The triviality will not relent.  

Repetitious incarnations are increasingly becoming spent. 

The forms we've been, the hazards blended with the light through optic lens,  

I like to think I long for beginnings, 

Looking forward to the time we're going to spend, 

But in truth, I long for ends. 

I hope for beauty that transcends the burden of youth. 

 



 

Truth is, your blood's on my fingers but I know that we belong here. 

I've entrusted you with a life to prove yourself to me, but you`re in arrears.  

Toast to a debt to trying,  

In debt to vying for a much longer number of years, 

In your vision I'm a saint, 

But I'm a demon, 

Another basket/case brimming with fear... 

If I remember right, you won't want to be here.  

 

I know you won't remember what we are, because you never do. 

I lie in wait again and again for the right moment to present myself in a fashion that you'll never be able to 

forget because I fucking know you. 

 

 Glaring at you and your life through concave glass, 

Designing our fate,  

Reinventing myself, 

And destroying the sociopath. 

I've watched you grow for years,    

Learning all your loves, 

Your losses, 

Your fears, 

And being so close to you that I could taste your tears, 

Yet you've seen me only in mirrors.   

 

I'm the reflection of a distorted, faceless silhouette behind the wedding dress in a window. 

I'm the warmth you feel, soft on your face as you sleep, while in your dreams, a summer breeze blows, 

But as you awake,  

My presence dissipates, 

I exist only as a trail in the snow,  

And the dried remains of a tortured soul feeling self pity on your pillow.  

 

You'll find you know me and it'll all go according to plan,  

You'll react the way a child frets at faceless hands,  

But I'll never stop finding you, 

I'll never stop looking forward to...        

 

Ends. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Burial Plot 
 

Reactionary modesty is a thing of the past, 

What a burden it's become to long for things I know can never last, 

I dwell in the realm of shadows, and keep them perched atop an edifice, 

But can't decide on which to count when chaste becomes the lecher becomes... 

Resist... 

A gift can't be squandered, 

I was sure I had immured the piece of me that's getting stronger, 

But longing becomes longer and repression begets a burst, 

And I shudder to think of the times without the one drink that quenches my thirst. 

 

I plot your ascent from below.  

 

Your doors are all locked but you still draw me in, 

Your reflection is cracked, but you're still in focus and glow from within. 

Your dresser is covered with magazine letters and pictures of you that I made, 

I sit you up to admire my work and relish the love that I've displayed. 

 

You look so lovely in your lap, folding your hands, 

I just wish the bracelets I got you had not marked your wrists while we danced.  

 

No-one understood me at a glance, 

But just by chance, you passed me by and flashed a smile I knew was meant to pull me from slumber,  

To enhance me.  

I mistook your guile for your mirth but still, you catalyzed my rebirth.  

Now I owe it to you,  

and I owe it to us, 

To prove my worth despite your distrust. 

I've grown tired of surveilling streets,  

I can hardly contain myself as I await the first time we meet. 

 

Why would you meet me with violence? 

Don't you understand? 

Our future was planned in defiance of you. 

I didn't think you'd dispute what I designed, but the air felt so tense. 

You just couldn't keep quiet,  

Instead you resisted embracing our fate. 

Our paths were divided but we'll become one, 

Together we'll bask in divination.  

 

Your windows are open but time is wearing thin. 

Your eyes are all dried up along with the feel of your skin. 

The walls are all covered in spots from the mess that you made, 

So I lie you back down in preparation of our everlasting decay.  

 

I plot your descent from below.     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Biomite 
 

I'm the presence of asphalt in your naturalist dream while the delusions of solace flow up-wind in tainted 

streams and yet you're still.  

I'm the psycho-babbling brook that drips from the seams of your unconciousness and yet you sculpt 

yourself in my image: 

A contemptuous fiend.  

 

Overt, the static charge ignites a fire inside the lines and thus begins the reprocessing, 

From the fade to the womb. 

The sonic crackle becomes a new shimmer in the pupil and its first experience is illusion. 

 

A soul in reverie, smile upon it now and for its future decree, 

Ambition for miles, some volts in the name of heresy,  

A heathen, 

Divine.  

 

(Scars) 

You've never cut your mouth so deep it'll leave significant scars to see,      

I can't wait to darken the gleaming heart on your sleeve, 

I'll join you down the stream.   

 

"The reign of biotechnology is apparent in your structure,  

A revolt against the natural state in which you were placed. 

Discomfort is as good a reason as any to lean on the idea of being rebuilt, and you'd gain in the prospect 

of being erased.  

 

You, the wizard of ostentatious, callow performances,   

Negative space is your fucking front, 

The hollowed out psyche is a comfort for the synthetic fetus in a hollowed out cunt.     

 

(Scars) 

You've never cut your mouth so deep it'll leave significant scars to see,      

I can't wait to darken the gleaming heart on your sleeve, 

I can't wait to join you, bereaved. 

 

A blessing is this nurture, 

Biomimicry,  

Forever impure.   

 

Forget the empathy you had and succumb to robotic logic that never hurts, until your regret builds up and 

overwhelms,  

Take the wheel and guide us down in to the river of contrition,  

Where I'm your new mechanical device, 

I'm the helm.      

 

Blessed is this horror endured, 

Biocide,  

No longer impure in exalted ire.   

 

 

 

 

 



Sol  
 

Another spell of vile visions haunt me from under the covers,  

Covering saints with fire and ash,  

Herculaneum lovers, 

I wished upon a dying star for a release but all it brought me was six billion years in a waiting room, 

Trying to discover the truth, 

A truth that won't exist until I'm fit to uncover the whole point of it.  

 

I'm chock full of molten rock but still feel that I belong in the dark, 

Yet history shows a path in prose,  

My wilting whitened rose, 

Saliva glands are just the first to know that I'm done with it... 

But now I'm not. 

It passed and now I seek the warmth that you brought, 

And though I fought to keep away the light that you bring, 

I'm better off asleep than longing for your hook on a string.  

 

May I present this gift to you: 

my passions whittled down, through and through. 

There's nothing more I can do but give myself, in whole, to the short straw that I drew. 

 

I beg of you... 

 

I'm begging you in with severed skin,  

My shadow comfort, 

I don't feel awe,  

and no regret,  

I don't feel anything but hurt. 

I exist only under the guise of boiled and rotten skin, 

I dwell in darkness now, 

I dwell within. 

You've always been there for me. 

You've always been first to spare me the scars of lucidity, 

No longer will I deny you, thirst, 

You're my Sol, 

You're my Goddess, 

You're my Universe.  

 

Now I'm presenting this gift to you, 

My soul whittled down, through and fucking through, 

There's nothing I would rather do than give myself, in whole, to you.  

 

I awake to the night,  

A black light to spare me the guilt of being alive, 

I mean, I strive to make it meaningful but tangible can't overcome the strife, the worthlessness, the depth 

I lack deep in my eyes. 

I hate to dwell, but I don't know anything else, 

I don't know how to cope with the beauty our media sells,  

So I put it on the shelf right next to my empty urn, my empty heart, my empty promises, 

I have yet to learn why I've been trying to die for all these years but here I stand,  

A broken mind, poor postured slump, a nervous wreck, a broken man. 

I beg at the skies for a fix, just for a helping hand,  

But it comes empty, like everything, like my insides and so I demand: 

just give me one reason not to come up swinging.  

 



Give me a motherfucking reason not to show up swinging when it's time to meet, 

And don't you dare think of judging me. 

I own you, Malcreator,  

I'm the mess you made. 

I am your wrath, personified. 

I am your hate.  

 

 

 

Carnival Dread 
 

The crowds are all singing the chorus and harmonizing with swarms of flies, 

A sea of faces painted only with crosshairs and black rectangles on their eyes,  

With cash in hand, they flock to the nearest post to trade it for lies, 

For false pride, 

Subservient masses in the glow of neon light.  

 

The sphere's embrace,   

Choking delight,  

Devouring the senseless, predatory appetites, 

You nourish your kin with hope then continue to feed, 

Continue to bleed it dry, 

 In your teachings of what takes precedence, 

Distraction on stilts, 

 Abdominal resonance, 

You glorify the unjust, 

Acclaimed degradation of trust. 

 

Thrust yourself in to the underworld of idolatry, 

The blank face of a porcelain doll cracked from time unwell spent burning bridges and trees,  

Burning handwritten notes with the cure for disease.  

 

You've all paid by your own admission. 

Now, enjoy the circus but don't forget you're the attraction, 

You're the farce,  

You're the flea.    

 

Save your breath for begging for more,  

Tug at the pant-legs of attention while looking down your nose at the throng of your unworthy clones, 

The crew claws and clamors to lessen the burden of their own device while you all devise to conquer, 

To rise as the new glamorous parasite.   

 

You levitate with black and blue clouds in your hands,  

Picking the fruit from the stands and wishing they gave you more than what you paid for, 

What you demand,  

But what you get is the witching, awful, polished red, 

The poisoned apple of your eye gasping under the sand,  

Admitting defeat and accommodating self-control doesn't spike your adrenal gland, 

Embrace the tragic desert of dreamland.      

 

Hold your stance for more... 

Bate your breath for what you adore, and step in to the prodigal ring of wastefulness and wanting 

evermore, 

(Offer your meaningless charm, then ante up)  

Trample kith, become what I abhor, and sink into the pit of meaninglessness,  



(With fire, and mimicry, and gore) 

Propped up, venerable failings don't shock me anymore. 

 

(Drain yourself, the fluids of the score)   

Pretention can't earn you a trade, a meaning, or a core.  

 

(Prey on frailty, then beg at the stage door) 

Become the tamer of a lion without a roar.  

 

Then brace yourself for choking on self-adoration,  

blue pallor adorned as you save yourself for wanting evermore.  

Hold your breath for aching, nevermore.   

 

 

 

A Demon's Pawn and the Abyss 
 

I'm surfing waves of demonic possession again, 

The surface tension is all that's holding me up as I defend against the burning bitterness and salt in my 

eyes, 

And I know I'll never learn a thing if I don't admit the sting is coming from inside. 

 

I've never been able to explain why I thrive on crests of the less ordained, 

My divulgence is the crux and the bane of my existence minus my jugular veins.  

 

I seem to be eroding again, 

The day's eye shuts, 

The horizon departs, and I ebb with the tide until my bones protrude, 

Revealing scars of the feud. 

My heart exposed through strife, 

I've tried to overcome it life after life, 

My essence spills in to a wading pool, 

Forever diving, 

Against an endless stone floor. 

It supports the weight but it drains me more and more and more, 

Suspended in a shallow liquid grave,    

Until I'm right back on the wave.  

 

Send out the fire to resting sea... 

 

The deviant fumbles at the cabin door to the embracing mess of a genome, 

Tries the lock,  

Tries the window pane 'cause storms of the past have proven their weakness,  

their resonance, 

their tone of solace, 

while the cracking skies enlight the way to the comfort of being alone.  

The mess extends to those who know the world of nature-shock and push the envelope, 

Face the cannon, 

Face the Shadow Gods with fury and discomfort in the barrel, 

Staring down the loaded hole and beckoning the cost.   

 

The fall blooms, 

You draw me in,   

Your cold embrace, 

I feed again, 

You're my abyssal womb. 



 

 

 

The Vile, Raptured 
 

I'm wrapped, entrapped in stardust, 

I, the sole proprietor of eternal light.  

 

I've drawn my maps with organ blood, 

Bright crimson paths to what I've always dreamt of, 

I cut straight down to drain dire straits, and rid the skies of mourning doves,  

I sleepwalk, in loathe. 

In love, I am loath. 

 

 

 

The Vile Raptured 
 

 

Take flight...   

 

Entropy,  

Our own villainous construct,  

We bury in mass graves and call it a God's will, 

I'm ashamed of all the effort I dumped in to the landfill of false grace.  

They vowed to grant me clemency if I'd submit to debility but I can't forget the foul days of genuflection 

tenderness,  

With blinding fealty in the name of relief.   

 

Your discernible absence makes me hunger,   

I've become weak at the knees, holding on to the id, by a thread.  

I've grown so tired of living suspiciously through you, but it's coming to a head,  

One nebulous mind, on the mend.   

 

The feeble masses dredge the ocean deep to fill the hollow,  

Boiling over with ironic greed, the ubiquitous seed envelopes the irresolute,  

The boundless skies burn holes in our eyes, the unnatural state, we follow, 

Through iniquitous guilt, they entice the weak-willed with claims to the absolute.   

 

Inflicting repression just makes the yearnings stronger,  

You keep us weak on the knees, with fear clouding the head,  

Collective intelligence is dying vicariously through you, 

We've become prey to a predator of artistry. 

 

 I've spent what feels like a thousand years trying to become a worthy soldier in the name my own of 

urgency,  

Now the cross I bear is just a token of my depreciation,   

I've become morally corrupt,  

In disrepair. 

I never wanted to be a thrall.  

 

The feeble masses dredge the ocean deep to fill the hollow,  

Boiling over with ironic greed, the ubiquitous seed envelopes the irresolute,  

The boundless skies burn holes in our eyes, the unnatural state, we follow, 

Through guilt, you anesthetize the weak-willed.  



 

"What was left to feed you, child, is rotting again,   

And it's because of you. 

Beg for forgiveness, little beast,  

Inter your playfulness and curiosity, 

Amen."    

 

I've never been exceptional. 

I'm certainly not profound,  

Save for my disgust in your establishment and I feel the need to run that fucker in to the ground. 

The more blood in the water, the more likely the apex will present itself and lash out to truncate the base,        

The great amputation of imperious faith. 

 

Sever the head,  

Bring on the fire and brimstone phase,  

Only human arrogance would claim a God's image and lay it to waste.  

Hail the fallible deity, in a form, not worthy of praise,  

I was once disfigured with you,  

But I could never keep a straight face in complacency.  

I'll never again become your thrall.  

 

The feeble masses dredge the ocean deep to fill the hollow,  

Boiling over with ironic greed, the ubiquitous seed envelopes the irresolute,  

The boundless skies burn holes in our eyes, the unnatural state, we follow, 

Through iniquitous fear you seized my conscience,  

Another blank slate to defile.   

I'll never again sip from that vial.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dystory 
 

1994 marked the start of a long fall down in to a nihilists well, 

A corner bound child with a faltering heart had begun to bury itself, 

1996 then became the precipice, looming over the scene of an abandonment,  

and how bitter I've become, knowing I was a child outside of this descent. 

 

Covetous, I shied...  

  

Your absence never did bode well with my affection and it took me years to understand why we grew in to 

a fucking void,  

And for so long I blamed you for my afflictions,  

But it turns out you were just a convenient medium to channel all my troubles through.  

 

I shied away to avoid a real feeling, 

A sense of hope,  

It's the reality in which I didn't grow,    

I'm dwelling only in the throes of resentment.   

 

I remember the day I woke up on the wrong side of my head, 

and since then I've gone dark and lacked a positive perspective, 

I'm a cracked shell, buried under years of tortured metaphor, 



I've given up trying to breathe through instability,   

and I've grown to loathe what I adore. 

 

I turned away to avoid a real feeling, 

A sense of hope,  

It's the reality in which I didn't grow,    

Dwelling only in the throes of resentment,  

I took for granted all I had and coveted shade instead, 

I can never forgive myself for abandoning you to try and fix my head,  

The lost child with a poor sense of self, 

Adolescent downswing, 

With regret,  

For everything.  

 

I wish I'd have done this way back then. 

You'd be at peace now after convincing yourself of mine.   

Forever detached, I make up for in guilt what I lack in a fucking spine,   

I've only ever felt in touch with the world when I'm not and I don't think I've ever been fine, 

My comedy, divine. 

 

I drown self-pity in drink and wallow in numb disgust at the world I rot in, 

Immortality's achieved by a death that can't be forgotten, but what's more selfish?   

Masquerading as a virtuous fuck, or just taking my leave?   

Your time is precious, so it's better to get the grieving out.  

 

My darkness is shrouded in soul, 

It's your empathy that cuts through the most.  

I fought to stay around for you, but I'm worn down to bone.  

I never belonged here. 

 

The event horizon is quite beautiful, and for once I feel hope.  

For once I'm not scared,    

Please forgive me, it's all fucked beyond repair. 

Make sure the medics go first, and don't watch them cut me down. 

I promise, I'll make up for this and get it right the next time around.  

   

 

  

 
 

 

 
    

 

 
 

 

  
 

  

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 


